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Abstract: Reaching the Sustainable Development Goals requires a fundamental socio-economic
transformation accompanied by substantial investment in low-carbon infrastructure. Such a sustainability
transition represents a non-marginal change, driven by behavioral factors and systemic interactions.
However, typical economic models used to assess a sustainability transition focus on marginal changes
around a local optimum, which—by construction—lead to negative effects. Thus, these models do
not allow evaluating a sustainability transition that might have substantial positive effects. This paper
examines which mechanisms need to be included in a standard computable general equilibrium
model to overcome these limitations and to give a more comprehensive view of the effects of climate
change mitigation. Simulation results show that, given an ambitious greenhouse gas emission
constraint and a price of carbon, positive economic effects are possible if (1) technical progress
results (partly) endogenously from the model and (2) a policy intervention triggering an increase
of investment is introduced. Additionally, if (3) the investment behavior of firms is influenced by
their sales expectations, the effects are amplified. The results provide suggestions for policy-makers,
because the outcome indicates that investment-oriented climate policies can lead to more desirable
outcomes in economic, social and environmental terms.

Keywords: climate policy; green growth; macroeconomic models; sustainable investment; technical
progress; expectations; 1.5 ◦C

1. Introduction

In climate policy debates, a widespread assumption is that effective climate policy comes at
substantial initial costs, and that therefore it would be a burden and a risk for producers and
consumers alike. This understanding is at least partially attributable to the models behind it, which
usually exclude positive effects by construction [1]. These models focus on marginal changes around
an equilibrium that is Pareto optimal, except for climate damages in a more or less distant future.
However, a sustainability transition typically implies a non-marginal transition from one economic
equilibrium to another. Thus, a sustainability science approach differs from the standard economic
approach, assuming, e.g., more complex interactions between the macro- and the micro-level [2].

A concept that relates to the recent macroeconomic discourse, which refers to a transition between
different economic equilibria, is the idea of green growth. Jänicke et al. [3], Wolf et al. [1] and Pollin [4]
provide more in-depth discussions on green growth and the green economy. However, only few
studies have investigated short-term economic benefits of climate policy [5,6] or interaction effects
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between environmental regulation and technical progress [7]. Related reports from international
institutions such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), United
Nations Environmental Program (UNEP), the Worldbank, the World Economic Forum and others [8–11]
usually do not use the same models as used in macroeconomic climate policy analysis. Green growth
is mainly described by narratives rather than by a trajectory that can be assessed with formal models.
According to Antal and van den Bergh [2] a synthesis of sustainability thinking and macroeconomics
still needs to be accomplished.

Since most standard economic models exclude the possibility of green growth by construction,
there are two possible solutions in terms of economic modelling: Creating new types of models that
differ from the usual approach of computable general equilibrium (CGE) models, like, e.g., agent-based
models, or changing certain mechanisms in CGE models in order to overcome some of their intrinsic
limitations. Without in any way dismissing the former, this paper aims at the latter.

GEM-E3 [12], the model used for this purpose is calibrated to the European economy and has been
used for evaluating EU level climate policies numerous times. The current situation in Europe in the
aftermath of the financial crisis is characterized by low levels of investment, growth and employment.
This makes Europe an interesting case for the investigation of a new type of climate policy [13],
focusing on economic benefits and the role of investment. Additionally, these insights can be helpful
for the discussion on how to reach the recently agreed international 1.5 ◦C climate target.

Our paper relates to the vast literature and reports on climate policy evaluation providing
cost-benefit analyses. The IPCC [14] suggests that the cost required to mitigate greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions to safe concentration levels (450 parts per million by volume (ppmv)) ranges from 1 to 3.7%
of GDP by 2030 (compared to the baseline GDP). The OECD [15] estimates climate mitigation costs to
be approximately 0.5% of GDP by 2030. According to these calculations, timely and globally concerted
action would reduce the costs of GHG abatement [16]. Studies that investigate the reduction of EU
level GHG emissions, such as the European Commission Impact Assessment Report [17] come to
similar conclusions. Depending on the policy scenario, the costs of a 40% emission reduction scenario
is estimated to lie between 0.1% and 0.45% of GDP by 2030 (compared to the reference scenario).

According to the Impact Assessment Report, the implementation of a carbon price in all sectors
and the reuse of the revenues to reduce labour costs would reduce the economic costs of GHG
abatement. The reported costs are usually measured by comparing a reference scenario without
constraints with a counterfactual scenario that includes a GHG emission target as an additional
constraint to the optimization. In this way, the outcome can only be as good as, or worse than,
the reference scenario. Rosen and Günther [18,19] provide a more detailed review of the analytical
approaches and assumptions used in the Fifth Climate Assessment (AR5) of the IPCC [14] and
their shortcomings.

Some models of climate policy (see e.g., [20]) include the future benefits from avoiding climate
damages and air pollution, where the proper discount rate of avoided future costs is a decisive
parameter and is therefore often debated. Potential short-term economic benefits, such as increased
technical progress, international competitiveness, a positive investment climate or other feedback
effects are usually not examined. However, when investigating fast decarbonization possibilities,
which becomes ever more important with a 1.5 ◦C climate target, the impact of large amounts of
investment on innovation and spillover effects should not be neglected. A key question is whether
GHG mitigation can bring about economic benefits, even when costs of climate change (damages)
in the future are not taken into account. Wolf [1] provides a comprehensive overview of different
modelling approaches that address positive economic effects and the mechanisms they depend on.

This paper will investigate three mechanisms which are considered important for positive effects
of climate mitigation:

1. Several studies argue that the transition to a low-carbon economy requires large additional
investment, e.g., UNEP and IEA estimate the required additional investment at global scale to
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be $0.5 trillion annually by 2020 and $1 trillion annually by 2030, in order to reach the target
of staying below 2 ◦C global warming [21]. This number would increase for a 1.5 ◦C target.
However, academic literature on the effects of green investment programs is scarce. To address
this research gap, we introduce an investment program and investigate its effects.

2. Technical progress is often regarded as a key mechanism for reducing abatement costs. Wing [22]
notes that computational models used to evaluate the costs and benefits of climate policy often
treat technical progress as exogenous and invariant to climate policy, and therefore disregard the
feedback effects involved. There is a variety of approaches for the endogenization of technical
progress, from the original hypothesis on induced technical change (ITC) by Hicks [23] to
directed technical change for climate change mitigation by Acemoglu [24]. Most commonly
used approaches are the stock of knowledge approach (see e.g., [25]) and the learning-by-doing
approach (see e.g., [26,27]). We introduce a simple learning-by-doing mechanism based on
production levels.

3. As pointed out by Wing [22], the endogenization of technical progress via learning-by-doing gives
rise to multiple equilibria. With more than one possible equilibrium, the question of equilibrium
selection arises, which causes problems in a general equilibrium framework. This problem
can be described as a coordination problem (see e.g., [28,29]). To address this, we introduce a
mechanism of adaptive expectations, in which investment decisions of firms are influenced by
sales expectations in the specific sector.

Although there are numerous studies on the effects of endogenous technical progress by various
scholars (see [22], for an overview), it usually has not been studied in combination with other model
changes or policies, such as adaptive expectations or an investment program. We want to test whether
an investment program combined with changes in the model mechanisms can trigger a shift from
economic costs to benefits within the given model framework.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we first describe the standard CGE model
and the default features of the modelling framework. Second, we describe the model mechanisms
considered crucial in determining the overall economic impact of GHG mitigation, and especially
key mechanisms for sustainable investment. Third, we provide a description of different scenarios,
which are characterized by different combinations of policies and model changes. Section 3 compares
the results of these scenarios and Section 4 summarizes the findings.

2. Materials and Methods

The objective of this work is to discuss crucial mechanisms for a more comprehensive economic
evaluation of climate policies that foster investment.

2.1. Landscape

There are different modelling approaches, such as macro-econometric, computable general
equilibrium or systems-dynamics, which are used to assess the economic impacts of alternative
climate policies.

Computable general equilibrium (CGE) models are the most commonly used tools for the
assessment of climate policy, since they simultaneously capture the interrelation of all markets and
agents while allowing for the integration of alternative policy scenarios. All scenarios in these models
represent an optimal allocation of resources under different types of constraints. By construction,
the reference scenario represents a long-run equilibrium where the economy grows at a steady rate.
Hence, all other scenarios lead to sub-optimal solutions within the given analytical framework.

CGE models, however, may fall short on realism as they do not capture market imperfections.
However, several extensions to the classical Arrow-Debreu-type [30] of general equilibrium models
have been made, to make them more realistic. Such extensions are involuntary unemployment in the
labour market [31], oligopolistic competition and monopolies [32] and endogenous productivity [33].
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This paper addresses additional mechanisms that are expected to play an important role for
climate policy.

2.2. The GEM-E3 Model

This section provides an overview of the core structure and key mechanisms of the model used.

2.2.1. Model Description

For the purpose of this paper, a well-established computable general equilibrium (CGE) model,
GEM-E3, is used. This description is based on the detailed model description of GEM-E3, which can be
found in the GEM-E3 reference manual [12] and the GEM-E3 model documentation [34]. The model
has been applied for policy analyses and impact assessments of climate policy, such as the Impact
Assessment Report of the European Commission [17].

The GEM-E3 model is a macroeconomic recursive-dynamic CGE model with multiple regions
and sectors. It consists of a CGE core and an environmental module. Different versions of the
model can differ regarding their characteristics, such as varied closure rules and institutional regimes.
The environmental module includes emission permits, energy efficiency standards and several policy
options for allocating emission permits and for using the generated revenues. Labour, (total factor)
productivity and expectations on sectoral growth rates are the main determinants of economic growth.

The main characteristics of the model are:

• Firms: Firms operate under perfect competition and use a nested production function, including
capital, labour, energy and materials. Firms are characterized by myopic expectations.

• Households: Representative households (one for each country and region) maximize a utility
function to determine their demand for goods and services. The household can buy durable
(equipment) goods, non-durable (consumable) goods, and services. The use of durable goods
requires some amounts of non-durable goods.

• Markets: Firms optimize their profits and households optimize their utility, determining supply
and demand for goods and services. Equilibrium prices are derived in the market, by ensuring
that supply equals demand. Consumption and investment are allocated using transition matrices.

• Technology: Technical progress is exogenously represented in the production function. In each
time step, the producer can change its production inputs depending on changes in prices of
labour, capital and all intermediate goods and services. The electricity sector is more detailed,
differentiating between different technologies producing electricity.

• Externalities: Greenhouse gas emissions are included as an environmental externality by
introducing an additional constraint on the system. The emission constraint produces a shadow
price for the emissions. Firms can invest in pollution abatement capital, which reduces emissions
per unit of output, and hence its costs. This version of the model does not include damages to the
environment and the economy in the future.

• Output: Projections are made in 5-year intervals and include macroeconomic output (investment,
capital, consumption, employment, balance of payments, input-output-tables, and others) as
well as output related to energy and the environment (energy use and supply, greenhouse gas
emissions, pollution permits, pollution abatement capital).

Appendix A provides a short technical description of GEM-E3-M50, the version of the model
used for this paper, as also presented in Jaeger et al. [6].

2.2.2. Investment and Related Mechanisms

The hypothesis to be tested in this paper, is that investment is a key mechanism for producing
positive economic effects of climate policy. In order to test this hypothesis, it is necessary to determine
the variables that are inputs to and outputs of investment from the investment function in GEM-E3
(as shown in Formula (6) below):
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1. Inputs to investment: The investment demand is endogenously specified using Tobins’Q [35],
by comparing the market price of capital with its replacement cost. In the current implementation,
investment depends on: the optimal demand for capital (given by the production function and
elasticities), the depreciation rate (technologically determined), the interest rate (arising from
financial market dynamics which are outside the scope of the model), the unit cost of investment,
expectations on sectoral growth (exogenously defined), as well as a calibrated scale parameter.
We derived two main possibilities of influencing the investment decision:

• To change the unit cost of investment via an investment subsidy
• To endogenize expectation dynamics, such that investors learn from their past experience.

2. Outputs of investment:

• Technical progress is exogenous in the model at hand. In the real-world, however, investment
has an influence on technical progress - therefore this mechanism will be addressed.

• Investment influences the size of the capital stock and through that production and
employment. Its effect is the substitution of labour with capital and between different
types of capital - leading to higher unemployment and crowding-out of investment as a
first-round effect (which is then offset through higher production levels as a second-round
effect). This is an issue we will investigate in the simulation results.

The key mechanisms which will be investigated further in Section 2.3 are: the effects of
an investment subsidy, expectation dynamics and technical progress.

2.2.3. GHG Emissions Constraint

A standard way of introducing climate targets is in the form of a policy that puts a cap on total
emissions allowed, hence an additional constraint is added to the optimization problem. In this case,
we have chosen a more ambitious climate target than the one agreed in the European Union (40% by
2030 compared to 1990), namely 50% (the respective scenario is called M50 only, as described in
Section 2.4). Simulations for the Impact Assessment Report [17] have shown that applying a 40% GHG
emission reduction target leads to small negative effects on GDP between 0.1% and 0.45% by 2030
(compared to the reference scenario).

To give a structured overview of the model changes and expected outcomes, we formulate
a number of propositions. Proposition 1 is used in combination with the model extensions but is based
on an existing mechanism in the model.

Proposition 1. The introduction of an emission cap in the form of an additional constraint to the optimization
problem, will lead to a worse economic outcome.

2.3. Relevant Mechanisms and Related Model Extensions

This section describes the model changes implemented to account for the mechanisms described in
Section 2.2.2 . The propositions are used to structure the model changes and the expected results based
on the mechanisms of general equilibrium models in general and the GEM-E3 model in particular.

2.3.1. Investment Program

A key goal of this paper is to evaluate the effects of a considerable increase in low-carbon
investment (public or private) in addition to the introduction of a GHG emission cap.

Greening the economy is the target of a number of green recovery proposals (e.g., [36–39]),
notably the Green New Deal proposed by the European Green Party (e.g., [40]) and The New Climate
Economy Report [10]. They highlight the large scale and long-term benefits, such as “building the
foundations of sound, sustainable and strong growth in the future” [36]. Two channels through which
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public expenditures can be geared towards a green economy are proposed by UNEP’s Green Economy
Report: redirecting public investment and greening public procurement [8]. Further, increasing the
leverage effect of public investment on private investment is being discussed at different levels,
national, EU and international. UNEP’s Green Economy Report suggests government actions that set
conditions for private investment: to phase out fossil fuel subsidies, to reform existing incentives and
provide new incentives, and to strengthen market-based mechanisms [8].

The World Economic Forum [9] concludes that 80% of investment will have to come from
private sources. Zenghelis et al. (see [38,41,42]) analyse the possibility of stimulating additional
net private sector investment in detail. Finding historically low investment levels in most OECD
countries, the authors see a “lack of confidence to invest rather than a lack of liquidity” [42] and
argue that credible long-term green growth policies provide opportunities for restoring confidence
and leveraging additional investment [41]. Similarly, the Green Economy Report calls for the private
sectors’ “understanding and sizing the true opportunity represented by green economy transitions
across a number of key sectors” [8].

A key assumption of CGE models, however, is full employment of resources. Under this
assumption, any new investment project will reduce investment elsewhere. This crowding-out
effect is a key distinction between optimizing and non-optimizing models. If increasing investment
levels improves the economic situation, this can either point to the fact that there is another possible
equilibrium point, which actors cannot foresee or cannot coordinate on. Or it points to the fact that
there are market imperfections in place that lead to a non-optimal outcome in the current situation.

To represent this mechanism in the model, a green investment program was introduced. For the
purpose of this paper, the investment program was modelled as a change in policy. The value-added
tax (VAT) is increased and the resulting additional revenues are used to subsidise investment. It is
important to note that, what we want to investigate is the effect of the investment program and not how
the additional investment is funded. The way it is implemented is comparable to other reallocation
policies, such as the introduction of a price on carbon or a cap on the maximum amount of carbon
emissions. Therefore, it can be expected that it leads to a crowding-out effect.

The required additional VAT is calculated such that the government revenues are increased by
10% compared to the reference case plus the GHG emission constraint (the scenario M50 only). Hence,
the new VAT revenues are determined by:

VATrevenuesC f = VATrevenuesM50 only × 1.1 (1)

where “Ref ” denotes the reference scenario, “M50 only” the 50% GHG emission reduction scenario
and “Cf ” denotes the counterfactual scenarios, meaning the “M50 only” scenario with additional
model changes.

The subsidy per unit of investment, PINV
Sub , is calculated such that the new investment is equal to

the M50 only investment plus the additional value-added tax (VAT) revenues:

INVC f = INVM50 only + VATadditionalRevenuesC f and (2)

PC f
INV = PM50 only

INV

(
1 + (PINV

Sub )C f
)

, (3)

with PINV
Sub being a negative value.

Proposition 2. In a standard CGE model, such as GEM-E3, an investment program leads to an outcome that is
worse than the scenario it is based on (M50 only), because it reallocates resources away from the optimal allocation.
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Proposition 3. If the reference scenario is the optimal scenario by assumption, an investment program will
always lead to crowding-out of consumption by investment (and of investment in one sector by investment in
another) in the short-run.

2.3.2. Learning by Doing

CGE models, apart from few exceptions which will be described below, represent technical
progress exogenously. However, the technical progress of clean technologies is key for a transition to
a low-carbon economy. A considerable increase in low-carbon investment will increase the production
level of these sectors. This will increase technical progress for these products through product and
process innovation. An exogenous rate of technical progress does not take this feedback effect into
account when higher levels of investment are applied.

Wing [22] differentiates four ways of introducing technical progress endogenously, two of which
are used less often: (1) price-induced input augmentation and (2) backstop-technologies; and two of
which are more popular: (3) the stock of knowledge approach and (4) the learning-by-doing approach.

Price-induced input augmentation is not used very often, due to difficulties in specifying
a function that describes the relation between relative input prices and the augmentation of different
inputs. Backstop-technologies are regarded as a semi-endogenous approach, which allows for radical
technical change by introducing a new production technique. The new technique will be employed in
response to an increase in prices, which in turn is dependent on other variables, mostly exogenous.

The stock of knowledge approach results from the new economic growth literature,
where knowledge is represented as a kind of capital, the stock of knowledge (H), which grows
with R&D investment, depreciates over time and follows an innovation process (transformation
function)—which includes the efficiency of innovation, diminishing returns to R&D and spillover
effects. However, the problem is the lack of disaggregated data on R&D and the calibration of
initial knowledge stocks. The central argument is that climate policy does not increase R&D in
general but that there is a trade-off between innovation (accumulation of knowledge) in different
sectors. Popp [25] and related papers implement a stock of knowledge approach into the DICE model.
Furthermore, Acemoglu and colleagues [24] use a stock of knowledge approach as well and find that
a combination of carbon taxes and (temporary) research subsidies is sufficient to redirect technological
development towards clean technologies through investment.

In the learning-by-doing (LBD) approach, the key parameter is the learning rate which depends
on experience in a given sector. See Arrow [43] for a discussion on which economic variables are a
good proxy for experience. Bottom-up models favor the LBD approach and mostly use cumulative
capacity or cumulative production levels as a proxy for experience. Grubb [27] use cumulative
abatement as a proxy. There is a rich literature on learning and experience curves, which started with a
study by Wright [44] who introduced the concept of “learning curves”, measuring learning-by-doing
as labour cost reduction in relation to cumulative output. He found a constant percentage of unit
labour cost reduction per doubling of cumulative output in airframe manufacturing. Later on, the
concept was extended to “experience curves”, by including different learning effects through R&D,
production scale, cost of capital, etc. and by investigating total product costs instead of labour costs.
Nagy et al. [45] compare three different “laws” of technical progress (time, production levels and
cumulative production) for a large set of technologies and find that all three show very similar
development paths for a large set of technologies. However, it is not straightforward to transfer these
micro-level learning curves to the macroeconomic level.

The goal here is not to build on the vast amount of literature on technical progress by providing
deeper insights into the forces that drive it. Instead, we start from the point that technical progress is
present and is linked to the “experience” in a sector. Hence, exogenous learning parameters which do
not change in response to policy induced changes in sectoral compositions, miss an important part of
the feedback effects triggered by climate policy.
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In the model used, technical progress or total factor productivity TFPi,j,t is determined by
calibrating the model to exogenously given GDP growth rates. This is done because the purpose of
the model is not to predict growth but to assume that under business as usual the official growth rate
predictions (e.g., by DG ECFIN [46] in the EU) will be realized in the reference case.

In our approach we have semi-endogenised TFP in order to reflect learning by doing effects from
higher production levels. The equation below describes the computation of TFP. It remains a calibrated
parameter but an additional factor is added that depends on the production level:

TFPC f
i,j,t = TFPRe f

i,j,t ·
QC f

i,t−1

QRe f
i,t−1

(4)

where “i” denotes the sector, “j” denotes the region and“t” denotes the time. Qi,t−1 is the sum of the
sectoral outputs over all regions j, i.e., Qi,t−1 = ∑j Qi,j,t−1 because spill-over effects between different

regions are important for technical progress. The correction factor QC f
i,t−1/QRe f

i,t−1 shows that technical
progress in a given sector increases when the production in that sector increases. This means that TFP
stays the same in the reference case (as production does not change). However, different levels of
production in the counterfactual scenarios lead to different levels of TFP.

The review by Wing [22] showed that a common way to prevent implausible market share
dynamics in LBD approaches is to include upper bounds. In this paper we introduced an upper bound
on the correction factor. Furthermore, for simplicity we assume that shrinking sectors do not “unlearn”
immediately in response to reductions in demand. Hence, to prevent unreasonable dynamics, the
correction factor is limited to a range from 1 to 3., i.e.,

TFPRe f
i,j,t ≤ TFPC f

i,j,t ≤ 3 · TFPRe f
i,j,t . (5)

Proposition 4. The partial endogenization of learning-by-doing leads to an improvement of GDP as compared
to M50 only, due to its effect on productivity.

Proposition 5. The combination of learning-by-doing with an investment program leads to an improvement of
GDP, because the investment program triggers a stronger learning-by-doing effect.

2.3.3. Expectations

The before mentioned literature suggests that technical progress creates positive externalities
in the form of spillover effects, which can lead to underinvestment in these technologies. There are
two main reasons for this: (1) the social benefit of innovation is higher than the private benefit of the
individual investors (2) the benefit is often beyond the investment horizon of the individual.

Often, investors do not take into account their individual contribution to overall technical progress
(because this depends on the behavior of others). Instead, they take it as given and collectively invest
below the social optimum. Zenghelis [38] describes climate change as a market failure emerging from
uncoordinated actions of individuals that leads to a collectively inferior outcome. Such a mechanism
of expectation dynamics has already been investigated in Jaeger et al. [5,6]. If several producers
invest more into their productive capital, they will experience higher overall technical progress. If this
experience is taken into account in investment decisions in the next period, this can lead to positive
expectation dynamics.

Investment connects two time steps in a model. Expectations about future prices, policies and
demand are crucial in determining the return on investment (which is subject to uncertainty) and
therefore, the investment decision. The latter then drives the optimal allocation of capital leading to
the optimal outcome.
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In the model used, time is modelled in a recursive dynamic way and agents have myopic
expectations. Investment is described by the following function:

INVVi,t = A1i,t · Ki,t ·
((

PKi,t

PINVi,t · (rt + di,t)

)A
+ STGRi,t + di,t

)
. (6)

where A1 is a calibrated scale parameter; K is the optimal demand for capital; PK is the cost of
capital; PINV is the cost of investment; d is the rate of depreciation; r is the national interest rate;
STGR is an exogenous parameter expressing expectations about sectoral growth. STGR represents
the expectations on the future rate of capital return, to ensure that the investment plans are actually
realized. Since STGR is an exogenous parameter calibrated to the reference scenario, it does not change
with production levels (sales expectations of firms).

However, to include a response to increased rates of investment, this parameter should change
endogenously, depending on the economic performance of that sector. For the purpose of better
representing expectation dynamics, the following adjustment of STGR was implemented to represent
adaptive expectations:

STGRC f
i,j,t = STGRRe f

i,j,t ·

QC f
i,j,t−1

QRe f
i,j,t−1

2

. (7)

Similar to the correction factor described in Section 2.3.2, this represents the fact that sales
expectations in a given sector depend on past experience: the larger the change in production level
in that sector in a specific country, the higher the sales expectations for the next period and vice
versa. The difference to Section 2.3.2 is that output values are differentiated by country and sector,
Qi,j,t−1, because for expectation dynamics we do not assume large spillover-effects between countries
(larger sales in one country do not necessarily lead to higher sales expectations in another country).
Furthermore, we assume expectations to be more responsive to increases in production than technical
progress, which is why we assume a quadratic relationship.

In sectors with small output levels, the correction factor can lead to large adjustment of the STGR
parameter. To take this into account, the correction factor is limited to a range from 0.5 to 3, allowing
for negative effects on expectations as well, i.e.,

0.5 · STGRRe f
i,j,t ≤ STGRC f

i,j,t ≤ 3 · STGRRe f
i,j,t . (8)

Proposition 6. The partial endogenization of expectations does not lead to an improvement of GDP as compared
to M50 only, as it amplifies the negative effects of the emission target through its effect on production levels.

Proposition 7. The combination of all three mechanisms (adaptive expectations, learning-by-doing and an
investment program) is expected to result in higher levels of GDP as compared to all other scenarios, because the
three effects work in the same direction.

The next section describes the scenarios used for the analysis.

2.4. Scenario Description

For the purpose of testing the propositions, different scenarios are defined. The geographical
focus is Europe, since the low levels of investment make it an interesting case for these specific
model changes.

2.4.1. Reference Scenario (Ref)

The first step is to define a reference scenario, which represents the optimal growth path in the
absence of any imperfections or frictions and assumes a business-as-usual world in terms of policies.
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The data used for GEM-E3-M50 for the European Union consists of national accounts data and
input-output tables from Eurostat. One underlying assumption of the reference scenario is that
the output growth rate is in line with macro-economic projections, in this case 2012 Ageing Report
prepared by DG ECFIN [46]. According to this report, the EU28 will have a growth rate of 1.5% over the
period 2015–2050 and a decrease in the working age population. The methodology for the calibration
of the exogenous parameters is described in more detail in the GEM-E3 model documentation [34].
Although the calibration of the reference scenario is not based on the latest data and projections, we do
not consider this as problematic. This paper aims at identifying general mechanisms and focuses on
the comparison of a reference scenario with counterfactual scenarios.

The different counterfactual scenarios are compared and evaluated against the reference scenario.
A counterfactual scenario uses different assumptions (including changes in exogenous variables
or policies). If these changes do not affect the reference scenario, the model does not need to be
re-calibrated. The aim of the model changes introduced for the purpose of this paper is to keep the
calibration of the reference case unchanged, to ensure comparability of results.

2.4.2. Climate Policy Scenario (M50 Only)

All assumptions are identical to the reference scenario for this scenario. Additionally, it includes
a constraint on total greenhouse gas emissions. To show the impact of an “extreme” scenario, we chose
a more ambitious emission reduction target than the currently agreed target of 40% (compared to
1990). For this scenario, we apply an emissions reduction target of 50% compared to 1990 (approx. 46%
reduction from 2005). No changes in climate policies are assumed for non-EU countries. To exclude
other reallocation effects, it is assumed that the carbon tax revenues are not reused in the economy for
a specific purpose (although this is generally possible within GEM-E3) but they are used instead to
improve the public budget.

2.4.3. Variants with Model Changes

To perform an evaluation of the effects of the mechanisms introduced into the model,
several scenarios with different combinations of model changes have been analysed. The scenarios are
specified in Table 1.

Table 1. Scenario description.

Abbreviation Scenario Description

Ref Reference Optimal path, assuming a business-as-usual policy framework

M50 only M50 50% reduction of GHG emissions compared to 1990

M50 inv M50 with investment
program

Part of the investment required to decarbonize the EU economy is
financed by increasing consumption taxes

M50 tl M50 with technical
progress

Learning by doing effects are introduced in the sectors producing
both clean energy technologies and other equipment goods

M50 exp M50 with adaptive
expectations

The investment decision of firms is adjusted so as incorporate
expectation dynamics, next to myopic expectations

M50 tl + inv M50 with technical progress and investment program

M50 tl + exp M50 with technical progress and adaptive expectations

M50 tl + exp + inv M50 with technical progress, adaptive expectations
and investment program
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3. Results

3.1. Macroeconomic Aggregates

This section shows the main findings of the simulations. Table 2 shows the results of all scenarios
compared to the reference scenario in 2030. For GDP, employment, and energy consumption and
energy intensity, the results for 2030 are also depicted in Figure 1. Appendix B shows the main
outcomes of the reference scenario. The combined scenario (M50 tl + inv + exp) performs best in all
four dimensions.

Table 2. Macroeconomic results, all scenarios compared to reference in 2030.

M50 only M50 tl M50 exp M50 inv tl + exp + inv

GDP −0.56% −0.22% −1.04% −0.24% +9.73%
Employment −0.76% −0.46% −1.41% −1.21% +1.18%

Energy Use −4.91% −3.83% −5.57% −4.87% −2.73%

a) GDP

95.0 97.5 100.0 102.5 105.0 107.5 110.0

100% = Reference scenario

M50 only

M50 tl

M50 exp

M50 tl+exp

M50 inv
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M50 tl+exp+inv

b) Employment
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c) Energy Consumption
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d) Energy Intensity
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100% = Reference scenario

M50 only

M50 tl
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M50 tl+exp
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Figure 1. Results for GDP and employment, energy consumption and energy intensity in 2030,
comparing all counterfactual scenarios with the reference scenario.

We can see that the M50 only scenario (with an ambitious climate target, but no model changes
applied), shows a decrease in GDP compared to the reference scenario (−0.56% GDP in 2030 compared
to reference) due to a 50% GHG emission reduction target. This corresponds with the results of the
European Commission Impact Assessment Report on the 2030 climate and energy framework [17],
showing GDP effects between −0.1% and −0.45% in 2030 when comparing a 40% emission reduction
scenario with the reference scenario. This outcome supports Proposition 1.

M50 combined with the investment program (M50 inv) shows slightly improved GDP results if
compared to the M50 only scenario. This outcome does not support Proposition 2 if measured in terms of
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GDP. However, the proposition can be supported if measured in terms of “welfare”, a measure of how
well consumer preferences are satisfied. Due to the crowding-out effect, an increase in investment
causes a decrease in consumption, which reduces the welfare of the consumer in the short-run.

However, GDP results remain below the reference case, which means that the negative effect of
the emission target is only partially offset by the investment program. This means that an ambitious
climate target in combination with an investment program leads to lower economic costs than a
climate target alone (in terms of loss of GDP as compared to the reference scenario) but does not lead
to economic benefits compared to the reference case (but compared to M50 only). The investment
program leads to a crowding-out effect, hence an increase in investment, and at the same time a
decrease in consumption. This outcome supports Proposition 3.

M50 combined with only technical progress (M50 tl) shows slightly improved GDP results if
compared to the M50 only scenario. This outcome supports Proposition 4. However, GDP results remain
below the reference case. This means that the negative effect of the emission target is partially offset,
but no positive economic effect can be found.

M50 combined with adaptive expectations (M50 exp) leads to lower GDP growth compared to
both the M50 only scenario and the reference scenario. This outcome supports Proposition 6. This means
that investors’ expectations amplify production levels in a negative way.

The combinations of model changes on the other hand show positive economic effects, despite
the GHG emissions constraint. The combination of technical progress and an investment program
(M50 tl + inv) results in GDP improvements compared to the reference scenario and the M50 only
scenario in 2030. This outcome supports Proposition 5. The combination of technical progress and
adaptive expectation (M50 tl + exp) results in GDP improvements compared to the reference scenario
and the M50 only scenario in 2030 as well. This means that positive expectation dynamics can have
a similar effect as the investment program.

The combination of investment program, technical progress and adaptive expectations
(M50 tl + inv + exp) show even higher GDP results. This outcome supports Proposition 7.

Regarding employment, the outcome of the M50 only scenario is worse than the reference scenario.
The same is the case for combinations of M50 and one model change (tl, inv or exp), which shows
that these mechanisms alone do not lead to positive effects. Employment levels for M50 exp and
M50 inv are even below M50 only. This general conclusion is in line with the European Commission
Impact Assessment Report on the 2030 climate and energy framework [17]. However, in the combined
scenarios (M50 tl + inv, M50 tl + exp and M50 tl + exp + inv) the employment effect is positive as
compared to both the M50 only and the reference scenario in 2030.

Total emissions are the same for all scenarios, due to the constraint on GHG emissions. Figure 1
shows the energy intensity and energy use in 2030 for all scenarios, which show improvements as
compared to the reference case.

The development over time (see Figure 2) from 2015 to 2030, shows that the investment program
causes a reduction of GDP at first. This can be explained by the the first round effect where investment
is crowding-out consumption and the fact that positive effects from the additional investment are only
realized in the next time step, hence after 5 years.
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Figure 2. Results for GDP over time.

3.2. Sectoral Impacts

The sectoral disaggregation is what distinguishes CGE models from optimal growth models,
which are also used for assessments of economic impacts of climate policy. Results at sectoral level
can give us insights into crowding-out of investment between sectors. The sectoral dimension is also
important for finding out which sectors will contribute most to the transformation in terms of emission
reduction (relevant for climate policy) as well as in terms of economic development (important for
economic, labour and education policy).

The changes in production levels and emissions of the different sectors are presented in Figure 3.
The energy sector shows the largest emission reductions (approximately 50% compared to the reference
scenario, for every alternative scenario), hence this is the sector that needs to contribute most to the
abatement process. The energy-intensive industry will also reduce emission levels considerably.
The transport sector is expected to contribute the least to emission reductions. Equipment goods
producers will increase emissions, but much less than the increase of the production level. The overall
reduction of GHG emissions is 50% in all scenarios, due to the binding constraint on these emissions.
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b) GHG Emissions
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Figure 3. Results by sector for production levels and GHG emissions compared to the reference scenario
in 2030.
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In economic terms, sectors contributing to energy efficiency improvements, such as construction,
equipment goods and services will show higher domestic production due to larger investment in these
sectors. Also at sectoral level, we can see a crowding-out effect of the investment program from some
sectors to others. This outcome again supports Proposition 3.

4. Discussion

Reaching the Sustainable Development Goals, including climate action and affordable clean
energy, requires a fundamental socio-economic transformation accompanied by substantial investment
in low-carbon infrastructure. However, there has been little macroeconomic analysis that evaluates the
effects of a substantial increase of investment in low-carbon technologies. The usual analyses of climate
policy show negative economic effects of emission targets, because they are treated as an additional
constraint to the optimization process, e.g., in CGE models and additional feedback effects are not
taken into account. However, when evaluating the effects of a large increase of investment for the
decarbonization of the economy, assuming no effect on technical progress and investors’ expectations
does not give a comprehensive picture. Rather, a sustainability transition should be analysed as a
non-marginal change of the economic state, driven by behavioral factors and systemic interactions.

This paper identifies key mechanisms that need to be included in a standard computable general
equilibrium model to overcome these limitations. These mechanisms are an investment program,
technical progress and adaptive expectations. The results of this work highlight the central role of
large additional investment and provide a more comprehensive analysis of the effects of climate policy.

The outcomes of the scenarios with single model changes are in line with what can be expected
from the literature on macroeconomic climate policy assessment (see e.g., [25–27]) and from the model
properties: Technical progress partially offsets the negative economic effect of introducing an ambitious
emission constraint. The introduction of adaptive expectations alone, amplifies the negative effect,
because it depresses sales expectations of firms. An investment program leads to crowding-out of
consumption with investment and therefore to less efficient resource allocation.

The results of the combined scenarios (M50 tl + inv and M50 tl + exp, M50 tl + exp + inv), however,
add new insights to the literature on the role of technical progress in climate economic models:
Technical progress is necessary for positive economic effects of climate policy, but not sufficient.
Combining technical progress with an investment program or adaptive expectations leads to positive
economic effects. These findings build on Wing [22], who argued that the endogenization of technical
progress gives rise to multiple equilibria. Indeed, the partial endogenization of technical progress
introduces the possibility for a different economic growth path. The investment program as well as
adaptive expectations introduce the possibility of switching between different economic growth paths.

The results provide suggestions for policy makers aiming for ambitious climate goals. If ambitious
climate policy (towards 1.5 ◦C) should bring about more desirable economic outcomes, it should not
be implemented in isolation. Instead, green growth policies should be the core of a wider economic
program aimed at increasing investment levels and enhancing technical innovation. Green public
procurement and green public investment (as proposed in [8]) will be an important element, as well as
implementing credible long-term green growth policies that restore confidence and leverage additional
private investment [41].

We can draw conclusions on the mechanisms that lead to a change in the direction of the economic
effects of climate policy. However, drawing conclusions on the magnitude of the effect requires
additional empirical validation and sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, generalizing these results to
other countries requires more in depth analysis at the (EU) member state level as well as an extension
of the analysis to other countries. Additionally, research on the role of the financial market is required
in order to address the question of how to finance such an investment program, how potential funding
constraints might reduce the positive effect or whether credit-financed investment can reduce the
crowding-out effect.
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Appendix A. Short Technical Description of the GEM-E3-M50 Model

This section provides a short technical overview of the GEM-E3-M50 model, as presented in
Jaeger et al. [6]. It provides the general structure of the model in order to better understand the model
changes described in the paper. This description is based on the detailed model description of GEM-E3,
which can be found in the GEM-E3 reference manual [12] and the GEM-E3 model documentation [34].

Appendix A.1. Firms

Firms maximise their profits, subject to technology constraints:

MaxP×Q− Cost (A1)

s.t.Q = CES(K, L, E, M) (A2)

A Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) is used as production function. Firms production is
modelled via nested production functions so as to explicitly reflect different substitution elasticities
among different inputs:

Qi = TFPi × Q̄i ·
(

thetai ×
(

KLEi
¯KLEi

)r
+ (1− thetai)×

(
MAi

¯MAi

)r) 1
r

(A3)

KLEi = ¯KLEi ×
(

theta1i ×
(

KLi
¯KLi

)r1
+ (1− theta1i)×

(
ENi

¯ENi

)r1
) 1

r1

(A4)

KLi = ¯KLi ×
(

theta2i ×
(

Ki
K̄i

)r2
+ (1− theta2i)×

(
Li
L̄i

)r2
) 1

r2

(A5)

MAi =

 n

∑
j=1

theta3×
(

IOj, i
¯IOj,i

)r3
 1

r3

(A6)

where Q: total output, TFP: Total Factor Productivity, KLE: Capital–Labour–Energy bundle,
MA: Material bundle, theta: distributional parameters between KLE and MA, r,r2 and r3: elasticity
of substitution parameters, KL: Capital–Labour bundle, EN: Energy bundle, theta2: distributional
parameter between KL and EN, IO: intermediate inputs, theta3: distributional parameter among
intermediate inputs.

Appendix A.2. Households

Households maximise their utility, subject to an income constraint:

MaxU = LES(C, LJV) (A7)
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s.t.M = w · L + r · K + f oreignTrans f ers (A8)

where U: Utility represented by a Linear Expenditure System function, C: Consumption, LJV:
Leisure. Households follow a two step decision process. At first they allocate their resources among
consumption/labour supply and savings and then they allocate aggregate consumption over different
consumption purposes.

C = ch · bh
P
· (M− P · ch− Savings) (A9)

where ch: subsistence minima, bh: consumption share parameter

Appendix A.3. Government Consumption

Government consumption (GC) is set exogenously (gcexo), GC = gcexo.

Appendix A.4. Investment

The model is recursive dynamic over time, meaning that multiple (static) equilibria are linked
over time with a stock-flow-relationship of capital and investment. Agents have myopic expectations
with respect to prices, meaning that the set of decision parameters is constant over time. Endogenously
specified investment is determined using Tobins’Q (i.e., by comparing the market price of capital with
its replacement cost). The motion equation of the capital stock is:

Kt = (1− d)× Kt−1 + INVVt (A10)

Firms in the current year decide on their optimal capital stock by comparing the rate of return on
capital to its replacement cost.

INVVi,t = A1i,t × Ki,t ×
((

PKi,t

PINVi,t × (rt + di,t)

)A
+ STGRi,t + di,t

)
. (A11)

where A1 is a calibrated scale parameter; K is the optimal demand for capital; PINV is the unit cost
of investment; d is the depreciation rate; r is the national interest rate and STGR is the (exogenous)
expectation on sectoral growth.

Appendix A.5. Labour Supply

The model does not assume full employment of labour. It incorporates the following labour
supply curve that inversely relates wages[w] with unemployment rate [unrt]:

wj,t(unrtj,t) = aj,t +
bj,t

Unrt
η

Re f
j,t

j,t

. (A12)

Appendix A.6. GHG Emissions

Energy related CO2 emissions are calculated by applying the appropriate emission factors to fossil
fuel burning.

EMCO2 f f ,i = e f CO2 f f × AER f f ,i × EN f f ,i (A13)

Process related GHG emissions are linked with the volume of production

EMGHGi = e f CO2 f f ×Qi (A14)
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The imposition of a GHG emission reduction target generates a dual value that increases the user
cost of the emitting activity.

GHGTARGET ≥ EMCO2 + EMGHG ⊥ CTAX (A15)

Appendix B. Reference Scenario

Table A1 shows annual growth rates and Table A2 the labour market outcomes from 2015 to 2030
for the reference scenario.

Table A1. Macroeconomic annual growth rates of the Reference Scenario.

EU-28 2015–2020 2020–2025 2025–2030

Gross Domestic Product 1.5% 1.6% 1.5%
Investment 1.4% 1.6% 1.5%

Public Consumption 1.6% 1.6% 1.5%
Private Consumption 1.6% 1.7% 1.6%

Exports 2.0% 2.0% 2.1%
Imports 2.3% 2.3% 2.3%

Labour productivity 1.2% 1.6% 1.7%

Table A2. Labour Market Outcomes of the Reference Scenario.

EU-28 2015 2020 2025 2030

Employment (in m. persons) 224 227 227 225
Population (in m. persons) 434 436 432 425

Labour Force (in m. persons) 101 102 101 99
Unemployment rate 11% 10% 9% 9%
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